
 
 
UNIT – V- HOUSING FINANCE AND PROJECT APPRAISAL 

PART-A      2 – MARKS 

1. List any four criteria for appraisal of housing projects. 

Once projects have been formulated, it is the job of the planner to appraise the project. That 

is, the project should be: 

Ø recommended for funding; or 

Ø further work is required of a minor nature that can be completed quickly and then be 

considered for funding; or 

Ø project requires further work and should be considered for funding in a future year; or 

Ø due to the complex nature of the project, feasibility needs to be undertake; or 

rejected 
 

2. Define recovery pattern in Housing Finance. 

When the loan or housing finance is arranged for any housing programme, the repayment 

of loan along with interest starts immediately after the first instalment of loan is released. 

The way in which the loan is repaid within the rest to the department is called recovery 

pattern. 

Recovery pattern is defined as the method of repayment of loan with interest by some 

clear cut instructions. Similarly when a building is taken for rental purposes, the rent has 

to be paid correctly without any deviation in the agreement. If there is not paid correctly, 

the deposit amount paid by the tenant will be adjusted for rent. 

 
 

3. What is the concept of micro financing in the housing sector? 

Housing microfinance consists mainly of loans to low-income people for renovation or 
expansion of an existing home, construction of a new home, land acquisition, and basic 
infrastructure (e.g., hooking up to city sewage lines). To date, most of the successes in 
this new field have been with home improvement loans. Land acquisition and new 
housing construction are still dominated by subsidies, rather than financial services. 
Microfinance refers to an array of financial services, including loans, savings and 
insurance, available to poor entrepreneurs and small business owners who have no 
collateral and wouldn't otherwise qualify for a standard bank loan. 

 
 
 
 



 
4. What is the necessity of project appraisal? 

The object and, therefore, the importance of a project appraisal is making an analysis 
to see whether the project is viable. It is vital to know whether a project is technically 
feasible and whether it is going to be an economic liability or not. 
A project appraisal is an important part of any project and should be taken seriously 
because a lot rests on it. The effects of a project appraisal are long reaching and have 
very definite long term effects because of the capital investment that is always 
required in any project. 
 
THERE ARE FIVE BROAD ASPECTS OF APPRAISAL 
1. FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY 
2. TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY 
3. ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY 
4. MANAGEMENT COMPETENCE 
5.     MARKET APPRAISAL 
 

5. What is Cross Subsidization? 
· Cross subsidization is the practice of charging higher prices to one group of 

consumers to subsidize lower prices for another group. State trading 
enterprises with monopoly control over marketing agricultural exports are 
sometimes alleged to cross subsidize, but lack of transparency in their 
operations makes it difficult, if not impossible, to determine if that is the case. 

·  
A strategy where support for a product comes from the profits generated by 
another product. This is usually done to attract customers to a newly 
introduced product by giving them a lower price. The low price is sustained by 
the earnings of another product sold by the same company. 

 
6. What is the relevance of project appraisal in housing finance? 

Project appraisal is the process of assessing, in a structured way, the case for proceeding 
with a project or proposal, or the project's viability.[1] It often involves comparing various 
options, using economic appraisal or some other decision analysis technique.[2][3] 

Process 

· Initial Assessments 
· Define problem and long-list 
· Consult and short-list 
· Evaluate alternatives 
· Compare and select Project appraisal 

 
7. State the principle of cross-subsidy in housing. 

Cross subsidy is concession given to the public at any intermediate stage of 

construction or at the final stage of the construction. 



· For example 

If the poor people are not able to meet the expenses of construction due to poverty, 

the Govt. after understanding their position announces some benefits or concession at the 

inter mediate stages, which is called as cross subsidy. 

The people constructing their houses in a backward area or slum area or providing a 

gross subsidy either in the form of free power supply water supply, etc. 

If any disaster like flood, earthquake, landslides, Tsunami, cyclone, etc. the cross 

subsidy is in the form of no repayment of the further installments or the total loan. 

If any rural industry or backward are to encourage the rural development or 

entrepreneur or a small scale industry in a rural location, 15% subsidy is granted by for rural 

industries, free electricity or reduces of electric charges are granted which are cross subsidy 

of the government. 

 

8. What is cash flow analysis? 
Working capital is an important part of a cash flow analysis. It is defined as the 
amount of money needed to facilitate business operations and transactions, and is 
calculated as current assets (cash or near cash assets) less current liabilities (liabilities 
due during the upcoming accounting period). 
 

9. Distinguish between present value and net present value. 
What is the difference between Present Value (PV) and Net Present 
Value (NPV)? Present value is the result of discounting future amounts to 
the present. For example, a cash amount of $10,000 received at the end of 5 years 
will have a present value of $6,210 if the future amount is discounted at 10% 
compounded annually. 
 

10. How are projects evaluated?  
Steps in Evaluation 
1. Understand what your project is trying to achieve 
2. Develop an evaluation plan  
3. Select the potential participants  
4. Collect data/information  
5. Analyse and interpret the data/information  
6. Report on and use your findings 
 

11. What is the relevance of project appraisal in housing finance? 

Project appraisal is the process of assessing, in a structured way, the case for proceeding 
with a project or proposal, or the project's viability.[1] It often involves comparing various 
options, using economic appraisal or some other decision analysis technique.[2][3] 

Process 



· Initial Assessments 
· Define problem and long-list 
· Consult and short-list 
· Evaluate alternatives 
· Compare and select Project appraisal 

 
 

12. What are the phases requirements for building planning estimates? 
· List all the various parts of the job. 
· List all the hours that it will take someone to complete each portion. 
· List all the materials that will be used on each part of the job. 
· List each sub-contractor that you will need. 
· List all the other items you will have to purchase or rent to get the job completed, 

such as permits, rentals, port-a-potties, etc. 
· Go back through your lists and put a cost on each item. 
· Last, have a knowledgeable second party double-check your lists and your math 

(this step is the one few estimators bother to do). 
 

13. What are the basic concepts of design and construction phase cost estimating? 

 
DCAM-Division of Capital Asset Management 

 

 
14. What are the estimating requirements for design of housing programmes 

 

15. What is cost management principles? 



 

 

16. Define HDFC. 

Housing Development Finance Corporation (HDFC) was set up. HDFC sought to 
provide financial assistance to individuals, groups, co-operative societies and companies for 
staff housing 

17. What is DHFL? 
Dewan Housing Finance limited 
Towards the mid and late 1980’s a few housing finance companies were set up either 
as private limited companies (e.g. Dewan Housing Finance Limited) or as a joint 
venture with partnership from the state government (e.g. Gujarat Rural Housing 
Finance Corporation) 

 

18. What are the role of banks in housing finance? 

It is implied that the Housing Finance companies and banking sector can find an 
equilibrium rate of return on deposits by simultaneous determination of the utilization 
of housing loans and supply of the funds. The results are also useful in determination 
of equilibrium ratio of the rental income to return on deposits. An optimal rate of 
return on bank deposits can be found in response of a return on housing property. 

 

19. Define Cash flow analysis. 
Working capital is an important part of a cash flow analysis. It is defined as the 
amount of money needed to facilitate business operations and transactions, and is 
calculated as current assets (cash or near cash assets) less current liabilities (liabilities 
due during the upcoming accounting period). 

 

20. Define subsidy. 

A subsidy is a form of financial aid or support extended to an economic sector 
(or institution, business, or individual) generally with the aim of promoting economic 
and social policy.[1] Although commonly extended from government, the term subsidy 
can relate to any type of support – for example from NGOs or as implicit subsidies. 
Subsidies come in various forms including: direct (cash grants, interest-free loans) 
and indirect (tax breaks, insurance, low-interest loans, accelerated depreciation, rent 
rebates). 

 

21. What are the criteria for Designing and Evaluating Housing Subsidies? 

 Households with incomes between the 40th and 70th percentile living in unauthorized, 
formal substandard or overcrowded housing, without access to finance 



� Frontier: provide formal housing options (new or resale or rental) to “households at the 
margin” by improving access to finance (including for rental housing) 
2. Households with incomes below the 40th percentile living in substandard housing and 
substandard neighbourhoods (public health and social equity concern). 
� Frontier: (i) improve living conditions and (ii) increase new suitable housing options 
such as incremental housing, low cost rental options 

 

22. What is meaning of PPP? 
Public Private Partnership 

It  is the most prominent urban housing policy that has emerged in the last decade in India. 
Kolkata, the capital city of the State of West Bengal, has been in the forefront of housing 
market revival with its own PPP model, regarded nationally as highly successful. 
Demographically, the city is one of the 10 largest urban agglomerations in the world, 
exhibiting some of the worst housing conditions, with statistically one-third of the current 
population living in slums. 

23. Differentiate cash inflow and cash outflow.  
Cash inflows result from any of the following three activities: financing, investments 
or operations. Cash outflows, on the other hand, result from expenses or investments. 
A statement of cash flows is an accounting statement that shows the amount of 
income generated and used by the business in a given time period. 
 

 

24. What is the Recovery pattern of Housing finance? 

If the quality material, quality of construct project duration are not maintained or 
followed as per plan then the cost recovery will be made. 

  

Cost recovery means asking for payment of money for the delaying work, improper 
quality of construct using materials and labour. 

  

If the repayments are not properly made for the loan and if any delay is caused 
continuously the cost recovery will be made from the owner the house by the authority 
issuing the loan. 

  

The loaning authority (loan issuing authority like bank, LIC, or any state govt, or private 
department grant the loans for housing after obtaining the following documents from the 
land owner. 

  

The amount of loan sanctioned is then income to them. The loans is divided into three or 
four installments, after a particular portion of work is completed they release the first 
installment for this the approved engineer has to give the work completion certificate. 
Based on the completion certificate, second, third and final 

  



installments are released. 

  

The cost recovery starts immediately a first installment is released the recovery in the 
principal amount of loan and interest for 10 to 15 years based on the repayment capacity 
of the house owner. 

  

Normally, the nominees are appointed by the house owner. If anything happens to the 
house owner the nominee is responsible for repayment of loan. 

In addition to the income certificate the money savings, fixed deposited insurance policy 
or any other property or jewels and valuables etc of the nominee of the house owner are 
also collected by the loan issuing authorizes like banks etc. 

  

If repayment is made not correctly, the nominee is questioned and the notice be send to 
both or them. Sometimes the nominee or guarantor has to repay the loan from his savings 
or income or any deposits or policies or nay property that he has in LIC loan. 

  

If the repayment is completely stopped in that case the property will be sold by the 
department by publications. 

  

EMI means Equated Monthly Installment 

  

EMI - Loan principal amount + interest in equally paid installment for all months. 

  

LIC - Loan Principal amount + interest + insurance policy amount 

  

The cost recovery includes the principal loan amount, interest, penalty or fine and the 
court expenses etc. 

 

 

25. What are the documents required for housing loan? 
 

Document 
Needed 

Salaried 

Proof of 
identity 

Valid passport/Voter's ID/Valid Driving license with photo 
graph /Pan card /Aadhar card 

Proof of 
Income 

Latest 3 months salary slip / certificate for fixed 
salary/Latest Form 16 -and- Last 6 months bank 
statement/Passbook of the salary account 

 

 



PART-B      16-MARKS 

 

1.  Briefly explain the following with reference to Housing Finance. 
i) Housing Finance system in India 

In the first 25 years of post independence, India has concentrated on agricultural 

development only after the industrial revolution and the continuous shifting of rural 

population to the urban areas, the need for development of housing sector has been 

emphasized. It is always a dream to own a house however a majority of the population does 

not have the required financial assistance to own a house. Eyeing this as an opportunity, 

many firms have opted for extending housing loans not only to boost their bottom lines but 

also to reduce the prevailing demand and supply gap. The genuine demand arising out of the 

individual need for housing, together with the present boom in the housing sector it is all set 

to provide a platform for the housing finance companies to crave out a piece of fortune. What 

remained as a very low-profile sector in India is suddenly witnessing activity that is 

promising a bright future. Out of India’s new housing units, 20 percent are financed through 

the housing financing institutions. With the gap between the required number of houses and 

the actual, government identified housing sector as a core and it is only with the timely in 

intervention of the government that housing finance has become a major industry in India. 

With the establishment of National Housing Bank, the government has provided the much-

needed boost to this sector. At present out of 380 odd HFIs in India, 42 housing finance 

companies are registered with the National Housing Bank out of them 20 are valid for 

acceptance of public deposits and remains are not. This number is going to increase in the 

near future with the industrial growth. Throughout the second part of the last decade, this 

sector has witnessed a growth of over 30 percent and promises to grow the same rate in the 

next couple of years. Recognizing the growing need of housing finance in India, the 

government has emphasized on housing and housing finance in the ninth five year plan to 

know that there is a short fall of more than 20 mission house units. This is the first time that 

India has emphasized on the housing sector. 

 Even the Asian development Bank has embarked on a two-fold strategy for India’s 

housing sector. One is focusing on providing funds to financial intermediaries who in turn, 

lend to individual borrowers at the household level. The second objective is combining slum 

upgrading and micro credit schemes for lower income groups in its state level specific 

integrated urban development projects. These latest development in the housing sector has 

made housing finance one of the growth drivers for the Indian economy in the last decade 

what earlier remained as an isolated segment has now transformed itself into a core sector. 



Housing finance in India is getting recognition as a specialized finance product, thanks to the 

efforts of housing finance companies and the subsidiary outfits of banks, specializing in this 

area. 

To regularize the housing finance sector in India, the government has set up HUDCO 

in 0970 i . It was soon followed by setting up of the Housing Development Finance 

Corporation (HDFC) in 1978 in the private housing finance sector with the support of ICICI, 

the International Finance Corporation and the Aga Khan Fund. The major objective behind 

setting up of HDFC and HUDCO has been to enhance the residential housing stock by 

providing an avenue for housing on a systematic and professional basis. Another inherent 

objective was to increase the flow of resources to this sector by integrating the domestic 

housing sector with the capital markets. Till 1988, HDFC was the only formal housing 

finance company operating in India and it is after 1988, the Banks and insurance companies 

forayed into this sector. With the entry of insurance giants like Life Insurance Corporation of 

India (LIC) in 1989 and the General Insurance Corporation (GIC) in 1990. The sector 

witnessed a three-fold increase in activity. Almost a similar point of time, public sector banks 

also forayed into this sector Canara Bank’s Can fin home, State Bank Of India’s SBI Home 

Finance. No doubt, the market has immense untapped potential as well as growth. In the last 

five years, the housing finance market in India has been witnessing a growth of over 30 

percent and it is expected that this will continue in the next couple of years. According to an 

independent survey, about 60 percent of the Indian households approach informal sources of 

finances to borrow funds. It is estimated that if the present rate of growth of population 

continues, then by 2010 India would require of an average 2.5 million to 3 million additional 

houses annually. At present only 20 percent of the new houses are constructed by the finance 

of formal housing finance companies. If, atleast 50 percent of this informal market turns into 

formal market then it means a huge fortune for the housing finance institutions. 

Housing finance industry did not has much formal introduction because traditionally, 

as far as the builders are concerned, financing of construction is largely done through 

advances from customers which in turn will affect the demand for housing. In early eighties 

salaried individuals who wanted to buy flats did not have many institutions to approach for 

finance. Raising finance for acquiring a house was a painful process, as the house hunt itself. 

Only a few institutions in the market were there to help individuals to acquire finance, and 

that too at exorbitant rated of interest. The few housing finance institutions in the market 

were HDFC and a few back, and small number of non-banking companies. Moreover their 

reach was largely restricted to the major cities and they were known to a select few. The rates 



of interest ranged between12% to18% and it was basically a seller’s market but now if we see 

the present situation of the housing market, there is sea change in the recent years specially, 

last two decades. The development of Housing Finance System in India in the form of 

institutionalised and formal housing finance super structure is relatively of a recent origin. 

In present picture, Housing Finance System in the country represents a few players 

like Government and its Housing agencies, General financial Institutions, Insurance Sector, 

Banks and specialized Housing finance Companies, Private sector extending housing finance 

and staff quarter facilities to their employers. In addition there is a large informal sector, 

which meets over two-third of the housing finance in the country. This segment represents 

mainly self-help resources for housing financing (Consisting of money-lenders, extended 

family members, relatives, friends, employers, business associates, the person’s own 

accumulated savings and resources obtained through sale of property etc.)  The specialized 

HFI’s play very marginal role in terms of deposit mobilization at present on account of 

various discriminations faced by them vis-à-vis the competing institutions in the form of 

TDS, etc. and also due to their limited geographical spread. In addition to the Specialised 

Housing Finance Institution, the cooperative housing finance societies which act as conduits 

for the allocated credit are significant in the Housing Finance System of the country. 

 
 
 ii) Pricing of Housing Units. 
Normally a price of houses of housing are fixed by the government of housing board 

on prevailing or present guideline value or more value of load and the actual cost of 

construction. Based on the various income levels income groups the repayment amount and 

the price of houses are fixed by the housing board EWS, LIG, MIG and HIG houses. 

The price of the house is also fixed base facilities provided or amenities created in the 

building. The facilities include the number of bed rooms the size of rooms, attached bath or 

toilet, water supply arragnments, etc. 

 The total cost of the house includes the cost construction of house and the cost of the land. 

The common facilities like park, playground, community hall, recreational hall, lift provision, 

security char fencing or compound, temple, etc. are provided for which the some amount is 

collected. 

 RENTS 

Rent is the money collected every month from the tenant people who live by paying rent for 

houses to the house owner for the various facilities1 provided in the house the rent is paid 



every month and initially a deposit is collected from tenant. Normally 3 months’ rent is 

collected as advance. If any damage is created in the building by the tenant while vacating 

the house suddenly without any prior notice or intimation to the house owner then monthly 

rent will be adjusted from the advance amount or any repair work, the advance amount will 

be utilised. 

For Govt. buildings or officers like PWD housing board, co-operative banks, nationalized 

bank co – operative store, medical shops, warehouses etc, if any building is taken for rent by 

a govt. the following procedure is adopted. 

1. Year of construction 

2. Cost of land 

3. Guideline value or land 

4. Market value of land 

5. Locality of building such as Panchyat village or town, municipality, corporation 

etc.  

By considering the above factor, the Govt. department calculates and fix the rent for 

buildings for a partition 100 period say 3 years. 

The Govt. department will fix the rent and an agreement is signed by the Govt. department 

and the building one in which the rent per month, advance amount to be paid any inner 

furnishing arrangements self’s partitions or modification, yearly % addition of rent, the 

method of payment or clearly return in the agreement. When the agreement period is ended, it 

will be renewed or cancelled based on the requirement. During renewal, the rent will be 

revised.  

For bank officers govt servants, house rent allowances (HRA) is paid every money based on 

the location or the place in which they work, For cities, HRA will be more than other areas 

since the amount of living is more. Normally all the above details of particular building to be 

taken for rent of submitted to the higher authority. After getting the approval or permission 

from the concerned authority, the building will be occupied. If any maintenance work is to be 

required it has to be carries out by the house owner and if any fault in the tenant side, the 

charges will become by the tenants. 

For example: 

If any electrical appliances like lights switches, fans, etc. are damaged, it has to be rectified 

and replaced by the new one by the tenant. The tenant has to hand over the building to the 

building owner and the same manner as when he occupies the building for rent housing, Rs.1 

lakh 20% subsidy means Rs. 20,000 deducted from the loan, only the balance amount          

Rs. 80,000 is to be repaid by the house owner. For group housing for poor people or EWS 



economically weaker section, slum people, etc., the subsidy is always given by the 

department. The subsidy is always given for cost effective construction technologies. 

 
 

2.  Briefly explain the following with reference to Housing Finance 
i) Formal and Informal Housing Finance Market  
 

Comparing Formal and Informal Financial Sectors 

 
 
     INFORMAL FINANCIAL SECTOR                              FORMAL FINANCIAL 
SECTOR 

 
 
1. The informal financial sector provides        1. Formal financial institutions ignore small  
   savings and credit facilities for small          farmers, lower-income households, and small- 
   farmers in rural areas, and for lower-           scale enterprises in favour of a larger-scale,  
   income households and small-scale                well-off, and literate clientele which can   
   enterprises in urban areas.                      satisfy their stringent loan  conditions. 

 
 
2. The procedures of informal schemes are        2. Complex administrative procedures are 
beyond 
   usually simple and straightforward; as           the understanding of the rural masses and 
small 
   they emanate from local cultures and             savers. 
   customs, they are easily understood by 
   the population.      

 
 
3. The informal sector mobilises rural           3. Formal financial institutions do not mobilize   
   savings and small savings from low-income        rural savings or small-scale deposits. 
Commercial  
   urban househods.                                 banks could contribute to rural and small savings 
                                                    mobilization if they had adequate branch networks 
                                                    and if they adopted the relevant procedures. 

 
 
4. Informal groups operate at times and on       4. The working days and opening hours of 
formal  
   days which are convenient for their              financial institutions do not take rural work 
   members.                                         schedules into account;banks are oopen at times when 
                                                    farmers are at work in their feilds. 

 
 
5. Informal sector associations accept any       5. Formal sector institutions are selective 
regarding 
   amount of regular savings, even the most         clientele, so as to avoid having clients who 
make 



   modest sums which a saver can aford to set       only small deposits. Their financial 
technology is 
   aside. The financial techniques on which         not suited to the management of modest 
sums from a 
   such informal groups are based lend              large number of savers. 
   themselves to the management of a large 
   number of small accounts.  

 
 
6. Access to credit is simple, non-              6. Loan application procedures are complex and 
require 
   bureaucratic, and little based on                reading and writing skills so that a file on the  
   writtern documents. Literacy is not              borrower may be established. 
   a requisite. 

 
 
7. The simple and direct processing of loan      7. Processing of loan requests is complex, 
resulting in 
   requests allows for their prompt approval        long delays before final approval or rejection. 
Even 
   and a minimum delay in disbursement.             when approval is obtained, loan delivery is 
slow. 
   Rejections are rare; but the level of 
   risk is reflected in the interest rate 
   charged. 

 
 
8. Collateral requirements on loans are          8. Collateral requirements correspond to the 
situation of 
   to local conditions and borrowers                relatively well-off urban-dwellers: deposits or 
   capacity. The conditions may be based            savings accounts in a commercial bank, 
property which  
   either on regular contributions to ROSCAs        can be mortgaged. 
   or on precise knowledge of farm size and/or 
   crops harvested so as to determine the 
   borrower's capacity to repay a loan. 

 
 
9. Transaction costs are low                     9. Transaction costs are high 

 
 
10. Repayment rates rates are high              10. Repayment rates are low. 

 
 
11. Because they emanate from local             11. Formal sector institutions do not have close 
contact 
    environment, informal groups are aware          with the environment in whic they operate. 
Sometimes 
    of the problems that members may be             they prosecute defaulters, which can have 
negative 
    confronted with, and therefore they             social repercussions, while at other times they 
do 



    can deal with repayment difficulties            not sue for reimbursement, leading borrowers 
to belive 
    in a pragmatic manner. Debt rescheduling        that formal loans are free. 
    is possible. 

 
 
12. The informal sector has a dense and         12. Unfamiliar with the grass-roots 
environment, formal 
    effective information network at the            institutions are ill-served by a mediocre 
supervisory  
    grassroots level for close supervision          and monitoring network, and are unable to gain 
insight 
    and monitoring of borrower activity -           into the activities of their clientele. 
    particularly their cash flow - whether 
    they are members of an informal association 
    or not. This contributes to the efficient 
    mobilization of savings and ensures high 
    loan repayment rates. 

 
 
13. Within the informal sector, information is  13. Formal sector institutions do not have a 
good network 
    widely diffused. The regular meetings of        for dissemination of information. In addition, 
they are 
    informal savings and credit associations        out of touch with the rural masses and make 
little 
    serve as a forum for dissemination of           to seek ways of reaching them. 
    information. 

 
 
14. The interest paid on deposits in the        14. Some institutions of the formal sector do not 
even 
    informal sector compares favourably with        offer savings facilities. Others apply low - 
or 
    that paid in the formal sector, thus            sometimes even negative - real interest rates, thus  
    providing an incentive fo rural and small       putting off many a potential saver. 
    urban households to save.  

 
 
15. The informal sector charges competitive     15. Public institutions charge very low - 
sometimes 
    lending rates; though they are sometimes        negative - real interest rates on loans. 
Commercial  
    high, this reflects the scarcity of             banks apply moderate lending rates which are 
nonetheless 
    loanable funds. There is little connection      considerably higher than the interest paid on 
savings. 
    between deposit and lending rates.              The link between deposit and lending rates is 
weak. 

 
 



16. There are no investment opportunities       16. There are investment opportunities for 
savings which  
    for savings which have been mobilized           have been mobilized but which have not 
been lent. 
    but which have not been lent.  

 
 
17. The informal sector usually does not        17. The formal sector keeps writtern records on 
the  
    keep a writtern record on the borrowing         activities of clients, although the information 
    and/or saving activities of its clintele.       recorded is sometimes irrelevant. 
    When it does, the procedures are  
    relatively simple.  

 
 
18. The volume and availability of loanable     18. The formal sector regularly has loanable 
funds   
    funds are subject to seasonal                   available. 
    fluctuations. 

 
 
19. The informal sector is not subsidized       19. Formal sector institutions are subsidized by 
the  
    by the government, nor does it receive          government and may also receive grants and 
other   
    grants or other forms of support from           support from donor agencies. 
    donor agencies. 

 
 
20. Savings and credit mechanisms in the        20. A regular supply of funds allows the formal 
sector 
    informal sector are not geared towards          to lend at any time of the year. This is not the 
case 
    accumulating funds befor ethe peak season       with government lending institutions, 
which are deprived 
    when loan requests are highest.                 of sufficient funds because of high default rates 
on 
                                                    their loans. 

 
 
21. Despite the widespread dissemination of     21. Formal sector institutions could reach a 
widely 
    information within the informal sector,         dispersed rural clientele by collaborating with 
    informal groups are often unaware of new        government extesion units. In practice, 
though,  
    farming methods, and so members do not          they do not resort to such intermediaries 
and do  
    learn of new techniques which would allow       not provide financial services in rural 
areas.  
    them to increase production leels and raise  
    their standard of living. 

 



 
Source: 

Germidis et al. (1991) Financial Systems and Development: What Role for the 
Formal and Informal Financial Sectors? Paris: OECD Development Centre 

 

 
ii) Subsidy and Cross-subsidy. 
 

SUBSIDY 

Normally housing project adapted by central govt., housing agencies like HUDCO 

grant concession in the loan issued for the housing project. The concession or any benefit 

given to the public in construction of a house is called subsidy. 

· For example: 

Low cost projects and rural housing projects 10 to 20% are given as subsidy to the 

people. They need not pay these subsidy amounts to the government; balance amount only is 

to be repaid in the long term with low interest. 

The backward taluks and panchayats, the govt., provides may housing schemes with 

subsidy. Similarly, poor peoples, weavers, rural, peoples are benefited by the subsidy scheme 

(or) Normally for housing projects a benefit or concession is given to the people by the Govt., 

for the construction of a house is called as a subsidy. A part amount of loan is borne by the 

Govt. department which is known as subsidy. The remaining part of the loan is around repaid 

by the house owner. 

            The central Govt. department like HUDCO, grant’s 10 to 20% subsidy for the house 

loan. 

Criteria for Designing and Evaluating Housing Subsidies 

Ø Efficiency (with respect to a specific purpose) 

l productive (lowest cost per subsidy/cost of provision by government versus 

private sector) 

l allocative (does expenditures reflect opportunity costs) 

l transfer 

; welfare loss to individual (market value of assistance minus recipient’s 

valuation) 

; “buying out the base”/fundability of funds/ (recipient’s reduction of 

own spending on housing because of assistance) 

; % of recipients on the “margin” 

Ø Equity 



l horizontal 

l vertical  / “cliff-effect”  

Transparency (fiscal costs  and allocation) 

Ø Effects on Public Investment Portfolio (present and future) 

Ø Effect on housing market as a whole 

l production (housing allowance vs. production subsidies) 

l prices 

l quality 

Ø Political Feasibility or Imperative 

Ø Effect on Class Structure 

Ø Effects on Labor Mobility  

Ø Administrative simplicity 

Ø Multiple conflicting goals and values make achievement of optimality impossible 

Subsidies that seem appropriate in one country may not be appropriate in another, 

because of differing values, institutions, conditions and already existing subsidy 

arrangements throughout the economy. 

Ø Nevertheless, some subsidy arrangements are better than others in any particular 

situation 

 CROSS SUBSIDY 

Cross subsidy is concession given to the public at any intermediate stage of 

construction or at the final stage of the construction. 

· For example 

If the poor people are not able to meet the expenses of construction due to poverty, 

the Govt. after understanding their position announces some benefits or concession at the 

inter mediate stages, which is called as cross subsidy. 

The people constructing their houses in a backward area or slum area or providing a 

gross subsidy either in the form of free power supply water supply, etc. 

If any disaster like flood, earthquake, landslides, Tsunami, cyclone, etc. the cross 

subsidy is in the form of no repayment of the further installments or the total loan. 

If any rural industry or backward are to encourage the rural development or 

entrepreneur or a small scale industry in a rural location, 15% subsidy is granted by for rural 

industries, free electricity or reduces of electric charges are granted which are cross subsidy 

of the government. 

The cross subsidy is given to encourage the people who are promptly repaying the 

loan interest and affected by poverty. 



 
 
 

3. Explain the concept of ‘Cash Flow analyses’ and bring out its objective in the appraisal of   
housing projects.    
Cash flow is the movement of money into or out of a business, project, or financial 

product. It is usually measured during a specified, limited period of time. Measured of cash 

flow can be used for calculating other parameters that give information on a company’s value 

and situation. Cash flow can be sued, for example, for calculating parameters; it discloses 

cash movements over the period. 

Ø To determine a project’s rate of return or value. The time of cash flows into and 

out of projects are used as inputs in financial models such as internal rate of return 

and net present value. 

Ø To determine problems with a business’s liquidity. Being profitable does not 

necessary mean being liquid. A company can fail because of a shortage of cash 

even while profitable. 

Ø As an alternative measure of a business’s profits when it is believed that accrual 

accounting concepts do not represent economic realities. For instance, a company 

may be notionally profitable but generating little operational cash (as may be the 

case for a company that barters its products rather than selling for cash). In such a 

case, the company may be deriving additional operating cash by issuing shares or 

raising additional debt finance. 

Ø Cash flow can be to evaluate the ‘quality of income generated by accrual 

accounting’. When net income is composed of large non – cash items, it is 

considered low quality. 

Ø To evaluate the risks within a financial product, e.g., matching cash requirements, 

evaluating default risk, re – investment requirements, etc. 

Cash flow notion is based loosely on cash flow statement accounting standards. It’s 

flexible as it can refer to time intervals spanning over past – future. It can refer the total of all 

flows involved or a subset of those flows. Subset terms include net cash flow, operating cash 

flow and free cash flow. 

· Types of Sources for cash 

Ø Internal Sources 

Ø External Sources 

Internal Sources are development by the money rotation in nay business. External 

Sources are finance development due to shares and loans. 



· Sources of cash 

Ø Share documents 

Ø Bank loan 

Ø Selling of a property 

Ø Any business 

· Cash In Flow 

These contain the following 

· Collecting share document from public 

· By loan documents 

· Bank loan or industrial loan or business loan 

· By sales 

· Profit from external investment 

· By sales of property 

· Cash out flow 

Ø Purchase of property 

Ø Purchase of raw material 

Ø Issue of loans 

Ø Current expenses like salary, maintenance, etc. 

The above cash inflow and outflow are analyzed in cash flow analysis. 
 
4. Explain in detail about pricing of housing rents and recovery pattern problems. 

Pricing your rental correctly will help you attract tenants when you have a vacancy at your 
property. It can be difficult to decide how much to charge because you want to make the most 
money possible, but you also don’t want the price to be so high that it keeps prospective 
tenants from calling. Learn five tips that can help you decide how much to charge. 

1. Amenities Help Determine Right Rent 

Do not set a standard price for all one bedrooms, or set a standard difference in price between 
one bedrooms and two bedrooms. 

Unless the units are exactly the same, this strategy will hurt you in the end. You should 
charge slightly different rents based on how desirable the unit is.  

Set the Rent Based On: 

· View- Apartments with a garden view are more desirable than those with a view of the 
parking lot. 

· Updates-Units with updated appliances, hardwood floors or other amenities are more 
desirable than those without. 



· Square Footage- A 1,000 square foot one bedroom is more desirable than a 700 
square foot one bedroom. 

· Layout- Railroad style apartments are less desirable than other layouts. 
· Floor Level- Higher floors are more desirable. The exception is a walk up, where after 

the third floor, you will have to start lowering the price because people will not want 
to go up and down all of the stairs. 

· An extra closet, balcony or window makes a unit more desirable. 

For Example: 

You have a house with two one-bedroom units for rent. 

One unit is on the ground level and the other unit is on the second floor. The units are 
identical except for the fact that they are on different floors and the unit on the second floor 
has an extra storage closet. 

You may think that setting the same rental price for both units would make sense, but this is 
not the case. 

Prospective tenants who see both units will jump on the second floor unit with the extra 
closet because they think they are getting more for their money. Charging an extra five to ten 
dollars a month for the second floor unit would be reasonable. 

RECOVERY PATTERN PROBLEM 

If the tenant lives without paying the rent or refuses to pay the rent or refuses to vacate the 

building without paying the rent, the legal action are taken by building owner by filling a case 

against the tenant. Sometimes instead or rent to be paid every month, an amount is deposit to 

the house owner and one can live for a period of 2of 3 years. After this period, he can pay 

some more advance or pay the rent. All such things are properly recorded in the agreement. 

 

If the loan amount is not repaid correctly, the department or bank or any corporative housing 

society will send a notice to the house owner and case is filed against them. The person who 

is the nominee to the who gives security to the loan will also be questioned and instructed to 

repay the loan. When, the loan is not repaid for a long period, then the court will ask the 

department to sell building in public auctions. 

In public auction, the people will quote the rates and finally the person who quotes the 

highest rate which is equivalent or more to the loan amount along with interest and penalty 

and court charges. 

 
  
5. Explain in details of Rents and Recovery patterns in Housing finance. 

Rent is the money collected every month from the tenant people who live by paying 

rent for houses to the house owner for the various facilities1 provided in the house the rent is 



paid every month and initially a deposit is collected from tenant. Normally 3 months’ rent is 

collected as advance. If any damage is created in the building by the tenant while vacating 

the house suddenly without any prior notice or intimation to the house owner then monthly 

rent will be adjusted from the advance amount or any repair work, the advance amount will 

be utilised. 

For Govt. buildings or officers like PWD housing board, co-operative banks, nationalized 

bank co – operative store, medical shops, warehouses etc, if any building is taken for rent by 

a govt. the following procedure is adopted. 

1. Year of construction 

2. Cost of land 

3. Guideline value or land 

4. Market value of land 

5. Locality of building such as Panchyat village or town, municipality, corporation 

etc.  

By considering the above factor, the Govt. department calculates and fix the rent for 

buildings for a partition 100 period say 3 years. 

The Govt. department will fix the rent and an agreement is signed by the Govt. department 

and the building one in which the rent per month, advance amount to be paid any inner 

furnishing arrangements self’s partitions or modification, yearly % addition of rent, the 

method of payment or clearly return in the agreement. When the agreement period is ended, it 

will be renewed or cancelled based on the requirement. During renewal, the rent will be 

revised.  

For bank officers govt servants, house rent allowances (HRA) is paid every money based on 

the location or the place in which they work, For cities, HRA will be more than other areas 

since the amount of living is more. Normally all the above details of particular building to be 

taken for rent of submitted to the higher authority. After getting the approval or permission 

from the concerned authority, the building will be occupied. If any maintenance work is to be 

required it has to be carries out by the house owner and if any fault in the tenant side, the 

charges will become by the tenants. 

For example: 

If any electrical appliances like lights switches, fans, etc. are damaged, it has to be rectified 

and replaced by the new one by the tenant. The tenant has to hand over the building to the 

building owner and the same manner as when he occupies the building for rent housing, Rs.1 

lakh 20% subsidy means Rs. 20,000 deducted from the loan, only the balance amount          

Rs. 80,000 is to be repaid by the house owner. For group housing for poor people or EWS 



economically weaker section, slum people, etc., the subsidy is always given by the 

department. The subsidy is always given for cost effective construction technologies. 

Recovery Pattern 

When the loan or housing finance is arranged for any housing programme, the repayment of 

loan along with interest starts immediately after the first instalment of loan is released. The 

way in which the loan is repaid within the rest to the department is called recovery pattern. 

Recovery pattern is defined as the method of repayment of loan with interest by some clear 

cut instructions. Similarly when a building is taken for rental purposes, the rent has to be paid 

correctly without any deviation in the agreement. If there is not paid correctly, the deposit 

amount paid by the tenant will be adjusted for rent. 

 
 
6. Write the common steps involved in the pricing of housing units. 

Normally a price of houses of housing are fixed by the government of housing board 

on prevailing or present guideline value or more value of load and the actual cost of 

construction. Based on the various income levels income groups the repayment amount and 

the price of houses are fixed by the housing board EWS, LIG, MIG and HIG houses. 

The price of the house is also fixed base facilities provided or amenities created in the 

building. The facilities include the number of bed rooms the size of rooms, attached bath or 

toilet, water supply arragnments, etc. 

 The total cost of the house includes the cost construction of house and the cost of the land. 

The common facilities like park, playground, community hall, recreational hall, lift provision, 

security char fencing or compound, temple, etc. are provided for which the some amount is 

collected. 

 
 House prices in India are rapidly rising due to lack of a well-developed market and a chronic 
shortage of housing, estimated at 18.8 million units in 2012, mainly in urban areas. The 
shortage was broadly attributed to congestion (15 million) followed by obsolescence (2 
million) and homelessness (1 million). This paper documents the characteristic and business 
practices prevailing in terms of determinants of house prices, role of lending institutions and 
their policies, drivers of credit flow, credit sources, interest rate regimes, regulators and 
housing indices in the Indian housing sector. In India, housing generally embodies lifetime 
savings of many individuals and therefore the government, state and Centre, needs to be 
sensitive to housing sector. In view of the fact that housing is a personal wealth, its demand is 
closely related to socio-economic strata of the population. Therefore, there is need to 
undertake in-depth research on housing for each specific state, assessing the housing 
requirements in different regions, climate and socio-economic strata of the society.  
Due to rapid urbanization, state governments will need to be active in urban and town 
planning, to avoid unplanned growth and damage to natural and ecological balance specific to 
each state. The housing prices reflect land prices which probably get captured in the housing 



price index but a separate Land Price Index would bring transparency in the housing industry 
and also help in understanding the trend in prices of land. 
Housing is an important sector for any economy as it has inter-linkages with nearly 269 other 
industries. The development of housing sector can have direct impact on employment 
generation, GDP growth and consumption pattern in the economy. To help develop housing 
in the country, there is need to have a well-developed housing finance market. In India, 
housing finance market is still in its nascent stage compared to other countries. The 
outstanding amount of housing finance from all sources accounts for less than 8 per cent of 
GDP when compared with 12 per cent in China, 29 per cent in Malaysia, 46 per cent in Spain 
and 80 per cent in the US.  
The demand for housing is increasingly being made by individuals and households given 
increasing level of income and prosperity. The supply of houses have to come from builders, 
developers and construction companies scattered widely across the country, both in the 
private and public sector when examined in the context of demand and supply of housing 
units, especially in the face of scarce land in the urban areas.  
In India, housing finance market is very complex. The government, both at centre and states, 
is a facilitator and is assisted by two regulators, Reserve Bank of India (RBI) and National 
Housing Bank (NHB). The housing finance market is dominated by commercial banks, both 
domestic and foreign. In addition, there are cooperative banks and housing finance 
companies, self-help groups, micro-finance institutions, and NGOs. The RBI regulates 
commercial banks and partially cooperative banks (which are mainly governed by the State 
Governments under State Cooperative Acts) while the NHB regulates the housing finance 
companies. The others are not regulated by any authority in the country.  
The financial sector reforms initiated in 1985 and 1991 unleashed development forces in the 
economy. This resulted in higher employment, increased income levels, faster urbanisation 
and higher demand for houses, especially in urban areas. Therefore, concerted efforts were 
made by the Government and the Reserve Bank to encourage housing during the 1990s. The 
long term goal of the National Housing Policy, announced by the Government in 1998, was 
to eradicate houselessness, improve the housing conditions of the poor and provide minimum 
level of basic services and amenities to all. Fiscal incentives were also granted, in general, to 
the housing 3  
 
sector. The government has been initiating as well as strengthening measures to extend 
housing to the weaker sections of the society. A number of measures were announced from 
2001 but a concerted effort was made in 2006 after some fears were expressed that there was 
a housing bubble developing in India which could eventually burst. It was then recognized 
that role of housing could be critical in India and therefore measures announced thereafter 
aimed to improve business environment in the country. 
 
                                                           
 


